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Abstract

to handle server workloads well. More specifically, current
caches are optimized for the simultaneous sequential access
of a relatively small number of large files. To amortize the
cost of a disk access, the controller reads a fixed number of
consecutive blocks ahead and stores them in its cache. The
cache is divided into segments that correspond to sequential
streams of data. An entire segment is the minimum unit of
allocation and replacement.
This approach works well for several classes of systems,
but does not for data-intensive servers for three reasons: (1)
several servers, such as Web, proxy, and file servers frequently access small files; (2) all servers access a large number of files concurrently; and (3) server workloads exhibit a
large number of disk blocks that frequently miss in the controller cache. Thus, our goal is to propose new management
techniques for the disk controller that are efficient for servers
as well. In this paper, we propose two such techniques.
Our techniques are implemented by the disk controller and
are orthogonal to the caching and prefetching already implemented by the operating system and/or application. The two
techniques exploit the processing and memory capacity of
modern disk drives to implement file system-guided caching
and read-ahead. In more detail, the first technique, which
we call File-Oriented Read-ahead (FOR), employs a blockbased (rather than segment-based) cache organization and
adjusts the number of read-ahead blocks according to file
system information that is produced by the disk controller itself. The idea here is to avoid reading ahead beyond the end
of a set of consecutive blocks of a file. This strategy reduces
the time wasted with reading useless blocks when the host
processor accesses small files.
The second technique, which we call Host-guided Device
Caching (HDC), is based on the observations that servers
normally use disk arrays, and each disk has a reasonable
amount of memory. The host file system can use those memories as an extension of its buffer cache. The idea is to
give the host direct control over part of the disk controller
cache. An an example use of this mechanism, we cache in

Low disk throughput is one of the main impediments to improving the performance of data-intensive servers. In this
paper, we propose two management techniques for the disk
controller cache that can significantly increase disk throughput. The first technique, called File-Oriented Read-ahead
(FOR), adjusts the number of read-ahead blocks brought
into the disk controller cache according to file system information. The second technique, called Host-guided Device
Caching (HDC), gives the host control over part of the disk
controller cache. As an example use of this mechanism, we
keep the blocks that cause the most misses in the host buffer
cache permanently cached in the disk controller. Our detailed simulations of real server workloads show that FOR
and HDC can increase disk throughput by up to 34% and
24%, respectively, in comparison to conventional disk controller cache management techniques. When combined, the
techniques can increase throughput by up to 47%.

1 Introduction
The continuous improvement in the processing power of
servers is putting tremendous pressure on their I/O subsystems. In particular, disk drives are frequently the most critical I/O components, since disk performance is limited by
mechanical delays. In order to reduce disk I/O overheads,
several techniques and optimizations have been proposed.
This literature includes work on optimizing the scheduling
of disk requests [33, 3, 17, 15], disk arrays [10, 4, 34], and
optimizing disk writes using logs [23, 13, 32].
Despite these techniques and optimizations, low disk
throughput is still a serious problem for data-intensive
servers, such as Web proxies, email and news servers, multimedia servers, and database servers. An important reason
for this is that current disk controller caches are not designed
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the disk controller the blocks that produce the most misses
in the buffer cache. This strategy reduces the number of disk
accesses by increasing the overall cache hit rate.
We evaluate these techniques using detailed disk simulations and a combination of real and synthetic workloads. All
aspects of real disk drives are simulated, including the costs
of the new proposed functionality. Using synthetic workloads, we find that FOR and HDC outperform comparable
techniques for a wide range of parameters. Using real Web,
proxy, and file server workloads, we find that FOR can increase disk throughput by up to 34%, whereas HDC can increase disk throughput by up to 24%. The combination of
the techniques increases disk throughput by up to 47%.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section we introduce some basic concepts about modern disk drives and operating system prefetching. Section 3
discusses previous works related to our proposed techniques.
The FOR mechanism is presented in section 4. In section 5,
we describe the HDC strategy. Section 6 presents our results,
comparing our techniques against conventional approaches.
Finally, section 7 draws our main conclusions.

mally read ahead several blocks (on each cache miss) and
cache all blocks read [11]. Subsequent requests for the
blocks that were read ahead can be served from the disk
controller cache without incurring in extra overheads. The
number of blocks read at a time is set to fill a segment segment by default. For example, the IBM Ultrastar 36Z15 disk
can support up to 27 variable-sized segments in its 4 MBytes
of memory. By default, as many as 128-KBytes are read at
once. Nevertheless, the amount of data read-ahead does not
have to match the segment size exactly. It can be fixed at
a value smaller than the segment size or variable, according
to a partial track buffering policy [26]. Even when segment
sizes are allowed to vary, the size of all segments has to be
the same at each point in time to reduce the complexity of
space management.
The problem with large read-aheads is that some or all
the read-ahead blocks may belong to a different file than the
one that was accessed. Although the read-ahead mechanism
does not affect the access time of the current request, it can
certainly delay the next non-sequential accesses. The reason
is that no other request can start before the disk head finishes
reading all the blocks that had already been scheduled. The
duration of a read operation of r blocks is captured by the
following formula: T (r) = seek time+rot latency +(r ×
S)/xf er rate, where seek time is the time needed to move
the disk head to the desired cylinder, rot latency is the time
that the disk head waits for the target block to rotate into
position, xf er rate is the speed of the media transfer as the
target block rotates under the head, S is the block size, and
r is the number of blocks read at once. The seek time is a
non-linear function that can be approximated by the equation
[24]:

n=0
 0
√
0<n≤θ
α+β n
seek time(n) =

γ + δn
n>θ

2 Background
2.1 Modern Disk Drives
Modern disk drives have significant processing and memory capacity. For instance, the Cheetah X15-36LP disk drive
[25] already includes an integrated Ultra160 SCSI controller
with 8 MBytes of memory and an ARM966E-S 32-bit RISC
core clocked at 200 MHz. The memory is mostly used for
caching disk blocks, whereas the processor (the disk controller) implements device control, logical-to-physical block
address translation, request scheduling and block remapping,
and cache management.
Perhaps the most interesting characteristic of disk controller caches is that, differently from other caches, they have
almost no temporal locality; the host processor caches the
data accessed in its own much larger memory, i.e. in the file
system buffer cache.
The management of disk controller caches is also different than that of other caches. Controller caches are normally divided into independent segments that correspond to
sequential streams of data. Effectively, each I/O stream is
treated as having its own cache. When the controller detects
that there are more streams than segments, segment replacement takes place. The segment-replacement policy is usually LRU. However, FIFO, random, and round-robin policies
have also been proposed [30, 11, 26]. Regardless of the specific policy, the whole victim segment is replaced to make
room for the new stream.
Because disk workloads frequently access data sequentially, i.e. with good spatial locality, disk controllers nor-

where n is the number of cylinders to be traveled, and α,
β, γ, δ, and θ are device-specific parameters. These latter
parameters are not very intuitive; their values are obtained
by performing regressions on actual seek times. We will use
these definitions later.

2.2

Disk Arrays

Data-intensive servers often have to resort to multiple disks
(disk arrays) for performance and/or storage capacity reasons. These disk arrays can have additional hardware support (e.g. a RAID controller), or can be directly managed by
the operating system. Regardless of the type of implementation, data redundancy or replication may be necessary for
servers that must be reliable.
Each disk of an array has its own controller, just as discussed in the previous section. In hardware RAID configurations, the RAID controller may also cache data. However,
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even in this case, the caching at the different controllers is
independent.
The throughput of a disk array is proportional to the
number of individual disks, assuming perfect load balancing. The simplest and best-known technique for balancing
the load is striping. Striping groups several sequential disk
blocks in units of fixed size and lays those units out across
the physical disks in round-robin fashion. Smaller striping
units normally lead to better load balancing. However, very
small units can hurt performance [28], as each large request
gets fragmented into sub-requests to multiple disks. In the
absence of contention, the response time of a request for r
blocks can be defined as T (r) = γ(D) × T (r/D), where
D is the number of sub-requests and γ(D) is a factor that
depends on the probability distribution function of T (r/D).
For instance, γ(D) = 2D/(D+1) for a uniform distribution
[28].
For the purposes of this paper, the most important aspect
of striping is its relationship with disk read-ahead. Since
striping spreads files across multiple disks, it increases the
chance that consecutive blocks of a disk do not belong to the
same file. Thus, read-aheads that are larger than the striping
unit may read useless data.

[13, 23, 32]. Our techniques deal with read-ahead (a form of
prefetching) and caching of disk data, but their focus is on
the disk controller cache. There are several important differences between the controller cache and other caches, such
as the buffer cache, the Disk Caching Disk [13], or even a
second-level buffer cache [35]: (1) accesses to the controller
cache lack temporal locality; (2) the controller cache is orders of magnitude smaller than other caches; (3) controller
cache read-ahead is restricted to sequential disk blocks; and
(4) the management of the controller cache cannot be excessively complicated to avoid overheads. These differences
mean that techniques proposed for other caches rarely apply
to controller caches.
Perhaps the most closely related operating system-level
technique is explicit grouping [12]. This technique groups
small files that belong to the same directory into consecutive disk blocks, so that read-aheads fetch useful data when
multiple files in the directory have to be accessed. Explicit
grouping shares the same goal as FOR, but requires that a
meaningful grouping of files be found and maintained. FOR
does not rely on such grouping and can more easily adapt to
changes in file access behavior.
A few works do discuss read-ahead and caching at the disk
controller level. Shriver presents a good summary of the proposed read-ahead strategies in [26]. Unlike our approach
however, these techniques do not rely on file system information to improve the read-ahead. In terms of controller
cache replacement, a few algorithms [16, 30, 11] have been
proposed for segment-based caches. None of these works
considered host-guided caching or block-based cache organizations.
A few other papers discuss techniques for disk controllers.
These papers include works on the scheduling of disk requests [33], utilizing free bandwidth [17], the replication of
disk data [34], and disk arrays [10, 34, 4]. These techniques
reduce seek and/or rotational overheads through sophisticated request scheduling or by accessing the closest copy
of a block. Our techniques are orthogonal to these contributions. In particular, FOR reduces the transfer time by adjusting read-ahead to file size, whereas HDC reduces the number
of disk accesses by increasing the cache hit rate at the disk
controller.
Programmable disks have also been studied. However, the
proposed approaches sought to reduce the amount of data
transferred between disks and main memory [1, 22], to implement flexible RPC on disks [29], and/or to offload file
system functionality from the host processor to the disks [9].
All of these works assumed significant processing capacity
at the disks. Unlike these proposals, our focus in on improving disk throughput through more sophisticated cache management techniques. Furthermore, FOR and HDC require
only minimal programmability to accommodate different file
systems and workloads.
Finally, more loosely related are works on main memory

2.3 Operating System Prefetching
General-purpose operating systems incorporate prefetching
techniques in their file systems. Operating system prefetching and controller cache read-ahead operate independently;
regardless of the type of request, the controller will readahead on a cache miss (unless read-ahead operations have
been explicitly disabled).
The sequential prefetching algorithm is the most frequently used technique in UNIX-like operating systems
[20]. The algorithm adapts the number of disk blocks to
be prefetched according to the sequentiality of the accesses
to a specific file. For a large sequential file, the amount of
data prefetched can reach a maximum value, e.g. 64 KBytes
in Linux. When accesses are random, the amount of data
prefetched can be reduced to zero.
In the case of sequential accesses, the operating system or
even the device driver may be able to coalesce requests for
consecutive blocks into a single large request, depending on
the timing of the requests. When coalescing is possible, the
disk controller replies to the request with several blocks.

3 Related Work
There have been several works on improving disk I/O performance. Most of them discuss techniques that are external to
the disk drive. Typical examples are techniques for improving the prefetching and caching of disk blocks [21, 6, 27],
scheduling requests [3, 15], and for optimizing disk writes
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caching for servers, e.g. [19, 2], and application-controlled
main memory caching [6]. Our work is complementary to
the server caching studies in that we focus on the disk controller cache, which exhibits significantly different characteristics than a main memory cache, as mentioned above.
Our work differs from application-controlled caching as
well. In this approach, applications are allowed to influence
the main memory caching decisions made by the operating
system. Again, the sets of policies that are appropriate for a
disk controller cache are quite different than those for main
memories. Further, it does not seem reasonable to expect
applications to understand the details of how disk controller
caches operate. Nevertheless, HDC allows the operating system a similar ability to manage the disk controller cache.

of the disk usage and improve the performance of several
server workloads.
There are a few possibilities for how to initialize and
maintain the bitmap. One approach would be for the disk
controller to understand the layout of the file system on disk.
This scheme would obviate the need for programming the
controller in the field, but would make the drive file systemdependent. Another approach would be for the controller
to be programmed with manufacturer-provided routines for
each file system. These routines could be part of the drive’s
installation package. This scheme would require programming the controller in the field, but programming would be
under control of the manufacturer. Finally, the third approach would be for the controller to be programmed by the
file system/device driver. This scheme would require more
sophisticated drivers. Determining the best approach is beyond the scope of this paper; what is important to realize is
that the disk controller is the only component of the system
that has accurate information about the disk geometry. Given
that FOR is implemented at the controller, it can rely on this
accurate information.
With FOR’s sophisticated read-ahead, segments associated with small files can be under-utilized. To avoid this
effect, FOR could use variable-size segments. However, the
use of segments with different sizes complicates the management of free space. Thus, we introduce a more flexible
block-based organization for the controller cache. The idea
behind this organization is to assign blocks to new streams
from a pool of free blocks on demand. When FOR runs out
of free blocks, it replaces blocks using an MRU policy. The
overall effect of this scheme is that we can have segments
with multiple sizes using simple cache management algorithms.
Thus, FOR has two key benefits with respect to conventional drives: lower disk utilization (due to its read-ahead
mechanism) and higher controller cache hit rates (due to the
combination of its read-ahead with a block-based cache organization). The lower utilization is clearly observed in the
formula we mentioned in section 2: T (r) = seek time +
rot latency + (r × S)/xf er rate. FOR reduces r for small
files; seek time, rotational time, and transfer rate are not
affected. Prefetching and large read-aheads, on the other
hand, try to hide disk latency, not to reduce utilization.
Working out the numbers for the parameters of the IBM
Ultrastar 36Z15 drive (15000 rpm, ∼440 sectors/track, 3.4
msecs average seek time) and a 4-KByte average file size,
FOR reduces the disk utilization by 29% in comparison to a
conventional 128-KByte read-ahead.
The higher hit rates of FOR can also be modeled formally.
For that, assume that a server is sequentially reading t files,
the size of the cache in blocks is c, the number of segments
is s, p is the number of blocks requested by the file system/device driver on each access (p ≥ 1 because of file system prefetching), and f is the average size of files in blocks.

4 File-Oriented Read-Ahead
Since the locality of the disk accesses is normally associated
with files [27], the read-ahead mechanism implemented by
the disk controller is very useful for files larger than a disk
block. However, most of the read-ahead blocks can be useless when applications (e.g. Web servers, Web proxies, file
servers) access relatively small files. The reason is that the
disk controller has no notion of the layout of files on disk
(which is determined by the host file system), so the readahead may fetch data from files other than the one actually
accessed. When read-ahead operations bring useless data
into the cache, the disk utilization due to these operations is
not amortized and throughput decreases. Furthermore, the
useless blocks pollute the controller cache.
In order to eliminate useless read-ahead blocks, our FOR
technique determines that, on each disk access, a block
should only be read-ahead if it belongs to the same file as
the block that was actually accessed. Thus, the disk controller should read consecutive blocks ahead, up to a block
belonging to a different file or the read-ahead size.
To decide whether or not a block should be read-ahead,
the controller requires information about the layout of files
on disk. However, storing this information can be expensive
in terms of space, given the size of current disks and the
memory restrictions in disk drives. Thus, our solution is to
create a bitmap with one bit for each block on disk. A bit in
the bitmap is set to 1 only if the corresponding disk block is
the logical continuation within a file of the previous physical
block on disk. Otherwise, the bit is set to 0. This approach
allows us to conserve disk controller memory, since we only
need one bit for each 4 or 8-KByte disk block. This ratio
of control to useful space means that the overhead of the
bitmap is only 0.003% (i.e. 100%/(8×4096)) for 4-KByte
blocks. In addition, using this bitmap, the decision of how
many blocks to read-ahead is very simple: from the location
of the block that missed in the cache, we only need to count
the number of bits until a 0 bit is found. As we show in
section 6, this bitmap is enough to increase the effectiveness
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Figure 1: Average sequential read as function of fragmentation degree for different file sizes.

Figure 2: Distribution of disk block accesses in three real
workloads. Note that the Y-axis is on a log scale.

The hit rate h for a conventional cache is:

(min(f, c/s) − 1)/min(f, c/s)
h=
(p − 1)/p

actual disk access. We argue that these caches can be made
more useful if (at least a non-trivial fraction of) each of them
can be managed directly by the host processor, hence the
name Host-guided Device Caching (HDC). The host processor would then integrate the management of the host and disk
controller caching. This direct management can be used to
determine which blocks to cache, when to cache them, which
replacement policy to use, when to flush dirty blocks to disk,
etc. For example, the host file system can use part of the disk
controller caches as an array-wide victim cache for its buffer
cache with this type of caching control. We refer to the part
of each controller cache that is managed by the host as the
HDC cache.
In this paper we examine another example of host-guided
caching. Based on the observation that the workloads of
data-intensive servers often exhibit widely different file popularity (i.e. some files are accessed much more frequently
than others), we propose that the set of disk controller caches
permanently cache the files (or blocks) that cause the most
misses in the buffer cache.
To motivate this idea, figure 2 shows the number of accesses for the 300000 most accessed disk blocks according
to real workloads for a Web server, a proxy server, and a
file server. Note that these are disk access statistics resulting from misses in the application and file system caches.
(The details of the workloads and servers that led to theses
results are discussed later.) The figure also plots a Zipf distribution [5] with an α coefficient of 0.43. We can see that a
non-trivial fraction of these disk accesses can be transformed
into controller cache hits, if we can cache the 10000 blocks
that miss the most, for example, across the disk array. More
generally, for an array-wide cache of H HDC blocks, the expected hit rate can be approximated as h = zα (H, N ), where
N is the total number of blocks and zα (H, N ) represents the
accumulated probability of requesting the H most accessed
blocks in a Zipf distribution of requests to N blocks.
In the particular strategy we study here, each disk controller only caches blocks that are stored on its respective
disk. Our goal is to simplify the controller cache manage-

The hit rate hf or for FOR is:

(f − 1)/f
hf or =
(p − 1)/p

t≤s
t>s

t ≤ c/f
t > c/f

Because c/f > s for small files and f ≥ p (as the file system
does not prefetch beyond the end of a file), FOR exhibits
higher hit rates than a conventional read-ahead cache. Again,
assuming the parameters of the IBM Ultrastar 36Z15 drive
(4-MByte cache, maximum of 27 segments), we find that
FOR should exhibit a higher hit rate for average file sizes
that are smaller than 128 KBytes and t > 27. Both of these
characteristics are common to several types of data-intensive
servers.
The FOR benefits increase with smaller average file size
or higher fragmentation, i.e. a higher rate of blocks that are
consecutive logically, but not physically on disk. In fact,
even a small amount of fragmentation can increase the benefits of FOR significantly. Figure 1 shows the average number
of sequential blocks for different average files sizes (in disk
blocks), as we varied the percentage of fragmentation. The
figure shows that 5% of fragmentation can reduce the sequentiality of 32 and 8-block files by 62% (from 32 to about
12 sequential blocks) and 29% (from 8 to about 6 sequential
blocks), respectively.

5 Host-Guided Device Caching
The disk controller cache is currently used solely as a
speed-matching and read-ahead buffer, since it is typically
small (between 4 and 16 MBytes) compared to a main
memory/buffer cache. However, note that data-intensive
servers frequently rely on disk arrays with per-disk caches.
The combined size of all these controller caches is nonnegligible, especially given the extremely high cost of each
5

Parameter
Number of disks
Disk size
Average disk seek time
Average rotational latency
Raw disk transfer rate
Disk controller interface
Disk controller cache size
Disk block size
Segment size
Number of segments
Disk-resident bitmap

ment, especially for disk writes. More complex caching
policies could be implemented (e.g. cooperative caching
between controllers), but our simple strategy already provides significant gains and requires very little support on
the disk controller side. The support involves three simple
commands that can be sent by the host processor to a disk
controller: pin blk(), unpin blk(), and flush hdc(). pin blk()
reads a disk block and marks it as non-replaceable in the
disk controller cache. A non-replaceable block cannot be
dropped from the cache while the non-replaceable flag is
set. The non-replaceable flag can only be cleared by the unpin blk() call. By default, HDC dirty blocks are not automatically updated on disk. The operating system (i.e. file system
or device driver) must call flush hdc() in order to write all the
dirty blocks in the HDC cache to disk. The operating system should call flush hdc() as a result of an application that
wants to sync its writes to disk or periodically (e.g. when
it wants to sync the dirty blocks of the buffer cache every
30 seconds, as in Unix). Other additional calls could also
be useful. For instance, calls for changing the dirty block
policy and/or keeping track of the amount of memory used
with these non-replaceable blocks. However, we can assume
that the operating system is able to manage the coherence
of dirty blocks and the number of non-replaceable blocks in
each device.
To manage the HDC cache, the host needs to determine:
(i) how many blocks are going to be cached; (ii) which
blocks those are; and (iii) when the blocks are going to be
cached. To answer these questions, we propose to divide
the server’s execution into fixed periods of time. Each period can correspond to a meaningful cycle of the server’s life
(e.g. a day, a week). The blocks that cause the most buffer
cache misses during a period can be cached in the beginning
of the period, based on the history of one or more previous
periods. These blocks should remain cached throughout the
period. The size of each HDC cache can be pre-established,
based on the overall size of the disk controller memory and
experiments with the particular server, since there is a tradeoff between the amount of memory used by HDC and the
amount of memory left as a read-ahead cache. Both the HDC
hit rate and the read-ahead requirements depend on specific
characteristics of the workload.
The tradeoff between the space dedicated to HDC and
read-ahead caching can be described formally. The maximum array-wide amount of memory allocated to HDC (in
blocks) should be Hmax = D × c − Rmin , where D is the
number of disks, c is the size of the disk controller cache
in blocks, and Rmin is the minimum size of the read-ahead
cache. In a blind read-ahead implementation Rmin = t ×
(c/s) blocks, whereas FOR only needs Rmin = t×f blocks,
such that t is the number of simultaneous I/O streams, s is
the number of segments in each cache, and f (c/s > f for
small files) is the average size of the streams in blocks.
Finally, note that the evaluation of HDC presented in section 6 assumes a block-based organization of the disk con-

Default Value
8
18 GBytes
3.4 msecs
2.0 msecs
54 MB/sec
Ultra160
4 MBytes
4 KBytes
128, 256, or 512 KBytes
27, 13, or 6
546 KBytes

Table 1: Main parameters and their default values.
troller cache like that used for the FOR technique. However,
nothing in HDC depends on the cache organization. The
same idea and mechanisms can be applied to a segment or
block-based caches.
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Experimental Results

In this section we evaluate the two techniques we propose.
For that, we have built a simulator that is described in the
next subsection. To study the behavior of the techniques in
a controlled manner, we use synthetic workloads in subsection 6.2. Subsection 6.3 presents results for real server workloads, quantifying the benefits of our techniques in practice.

6.1

Simulator

We have developed a detailed event-driven disk simulator
based on the MINT [31] front-end. The simulator mimics
the behavior of an array of SCSI disks attached to a single
Ultra160 SCSI card. Logical disk blocks are striped along
the array of physical disks. Each disk has its own controller with a programmable processor and some amount of
memory. Contention for buses, memories, and other components is simulated in detail. For request scheduling, each
disk controller has a queue that implements the LOOK algorithm [26]. Before queuing a new request, the disk controller
checks the cache to see if the block is already present in its
cache.
The main architectural parameters of our simulations are
listed in table 1. We have modeled the disk parameters after
our own 18GB IBM Ultrastar 36Z15 drive [14]. The seek
time and rotational latency are simulated in detail. For the
seek time we have approximated the nominal values of our
IBM drive using α = 0.9336, β = 0.0364, γ = 1.5503,
δ = 0.00054, and θ = 1150 (subsection 2.1).
The FOR technique is simulated exactly as it was described. The HDC simulations assume perfect knowledge of
the future, i.e. the blocks to be placed in the HDC cache are
determined based on statistics generated by the correspond6
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Figure 3: Normalized I/O time as function of average file
size. Number of simultaneous streams = 128.

Figure 4: Normalized I/O time as function of number of
simultaneous I/O streams. Average file size = 16 KBytes.

ing trace. The dirty HDC blocks are only updated to disk at
the end of each simulated execution, which is a fine assumption for Web and proxy servers. For file servers, a periodic
update policy would have been more realistic. However, we
have determined the effect of such periodic syncs on overall
throughput to be negligible (< 1%), assuming periods of 30
seconds, for all our simulations.
Besides the FOR and HDC techniques, we simulate a conventional disk drive with blind read-ahead and variable-sized
segments, just like our IBM drive. However, our servers
never require segments of more than 128 KBytes, the smallest possible segment size for our disk. Thus, the read-ahead
size we simulate is always equal to this segment size. This
conventional system is used as a basis for comparison.
We have validated our simulator by comparing its results
for the conventional system against real executions of two
micro-benchmarks, a read-only and a write-only benchmark,
on our drive. The micro-benchmarks mimic the disk access patterns of the data-intensive servers we study in this
paper by reading/writing small files located randomly on a
disk. The simulation results are within 8% and 3% of the
real measurements for reads and writes, respectively. These
very positive results give us confidence about the accuracy
of our simulations.
Note that we simulate disk arrays because each disk delivers very low bandwidth compared to modern server-grade
host microprocessors, and not because the workloads we
study require a significant amount of storage space.

ford Zipf distribution [18]. The α coefficient of such distribution has a default value of 0.4. The requested blocks are
striped across the 8 disks and the size of the striping unit is
equal to 128 KBytes. We assume this value to be equal to
largest sequential access to avoid fragmentation that could
increase the FOR gains. We have also set the number of
concurrent I/O data streams to 128. Most of these parameters are varied below.
Since prefetching and coalescing of requests to sequential blocks are important for getting realistic results, we assume perfect operating system prefetching, i.e. the system
prefetches all the blocks of each file, and a request coalescing probability of 87%. This value is the average coalescing
probability that we have found for our real workloads.
FOR. Figure 3 plots the normalized I/O time for our synthetic trace as a function of file size. Besides the results for
the FOR technique, the figure also shows results for a system
with blind read-ahead using both segment-based (‘Segm’)
and block-based (‘Block’) controller cache organizations,
and a system with the read-ahead mechanism disabled (‘NoRA’). Like FOR and Block, No-RA assumes a block-based
organization for the cache. All times are normalized with
respect to the conventional system (Segm).
We can see that blind read-ahead performs the same regardless of the organization of the cache. No-RA performs
better than blind read-ahead for files smaller than 48 KBytes,
but it is very expensive for larger files. No-RA can be improved by an increased probability of coalescing. However,
No-RA does not outperform FOR even for an unrealistic coalescing probability of 100%, i.e. with perfect coalescing.
Due to its poor results for a wide range of file sizes, we do
not consider No-RA further in this paper.
FOR performs at least as well as blind read-ahead and NoRA in all cases. In particular, FOR can reduce the I/O time
with respect to blind read-ahead by 40% for 16-KByte files,
a common average size of requested files in several types
of data-intensive servers, such as those we study in this paper. The reductions in I/O time progressively decrease as

6.2 Evaluation with Synthetic Workloads
In this subsection, we seek to observe the main trends exhibited by our techniques and to compare them against other
approaches in a simple and controlled manner. To expose
their behavior, we use a synthetic trace containing 10000 requests. Each request reads a set of sequential blocks, representing accesses to complete files. All requests are of the
same size, but we run simulations for different sizes. The
starting block of each request is chosen according to a Brad7
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Figure 6: Normalized I/O time as function of percentage of
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we increase the average file size. These results illustrate
FOR’s ability to improve performance significantly by reducing disk utilization for small file accesses.
Because FOR frees up cache space that can be used to
support more I/O streams, it is also important to understand
the impact of the number of simultaneous streams utilized by
the server. Figure 4 shows the normalized I/O time for 10000
16-KByte requests, as a function of the number of simultaneous streams. Again, the figure plots results for Segm, Block,
and FOR. All times are normalized to the Segm results. Note
that the number of segments for Segm is 216 (8 disks × 27
segments per disk).
We can see that Block exhibits slightly better performance
than Segm for the larger numbers of simultaneous streams;
the difference reaches 3% for 1024 simultaneous streams.
The advantage of Block is that the eviction of one disk block
does not imply the eviction of all other blocks of the corresponding stream. However, the number of simultaneous
streams has to be extremely large for Block to provide performance benefits. For a number of streams ≤ 256, blind
read-ahead performs the same regardless of the organization
of the cache. In fact, we observe this behavior in all our other
comparisons, so we do not present further results for Block
in this paper.
The FOR gains start out at 39% for 64 simultaneous
streams and slowly increase with an increase in the number of streams. The gains eventually reach 59% for 1024
streams. The reason for this behavior is that, as the number
of streams is increased, there is a decreasing chance that a
segment or block is used more than once by the blind readahead schemes. In contrast, replacements are not an important issue for FOR even with 1024 streams, since 1024
16-KByte files only consume 16 MBytes out of a total 32
MBytes (8 disks × 4 MBytes) of available cache space.
For fewer than 216 streams, FOR improves performance
by reducing disk utilization; for larger numbers of streams,
FOR improves performance by reducing utilization and increasing cache hit rates. These results show that FOR is
able to serve more simultaneous streams without interfer-

ence among them.
HDC. The main parameters that influence the performance
gains achievable by HDC are the size of the HDC cache, the
request frequency distribution of disk blocks, and the percentage of block writes. In this subsection, we study the
latter two parameters. The size of the HDC cache is studied
in the next subsection.
Figure 5 shows the normalized I/O time for our trace of
16-KByte requests, as a function of the frequency distribution of accesses to different blocks. We vary the Zipf coefficient (α) from 0 to 1; larger coefficients mean that accesses
are more concentrated on a smaller number of blocks. We
assume that 2 MBytes of cache in each disk controller are
allocated to HDC. Each HDC cache holds the blocks (belonging to the corresponding disk) that are accessed on disk
most frequently. The figure plots I/O time results for Segm
and FOR, as well as their combinations with HDC. All times
are normalized with respect to the Segm results. The figure
also plots HDC cache hit rate results. The hit rates are computed as the number of accesses (reads and writes) that hit in
the HDC caches divided by the total number of accesses.
Comparing the Segm and Segm+HDC curves, we can see
that the gains provided by HDC are fairly stable around 10%
for values of α between 0 (uniform distribution) and 0.6 for
our synthetic workload. Values greater than 0.6 improve the
HDC gains up to 28%. When we compare the FOR and
FOR+HDC curves, HDC can produce gains of up to 31%.
With respect to the HDC hit rates, the figure shows that, as
expected, the hit rate increases as we increase the Zipf coefficient, reaching 56% for α = 1. These results illustrate the
fact that HDC can increase performance even for workloads
with uniform access frequency distributions (α = 0). With
high α, the HDC gains become significant.
So far, we have assumed workloads without disk writes.
Figure 6 shows the normalized I/O time as a function of the
percentage of writes in the workload. The figure plots results
for Segm and FOR, as well as their combinations with HDC.
Again, we assume that each HDC cache can hold 2 MBytes
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Figure 7: Web server – I/O time as function of striping unit
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Figure 8: Web server – I/O time as function of HDC memory size. Striping unit = 16 KBytes.

of data. All times are normalized to the Segm results.
We can see that the performance improvements provided
by HDC are fairly constant, regardless of the technique it is
combined with, for the range of write percentages we consider. It is also interesting to note that the FOR improvements drop from 39 to 19% as we increase the percentage of writes from 0 to 60%. The improvements due to
FOR+HDC also drop significantly, from 46 to 28%, in the
same range. These performance drops are expected, since
FOR is targeted at read operations, which are usually substantially more common than write operations.

low, along with the results for each server.
We consider the entire cache hierarchy in our simulations.
We have instrumented the Linux 2.4.18 kernel to log all disk
accesses as our server workloads are executed on our real
server machine. Thus, the disk accesses are for data that was
not found in the application server’s cache (if there is one)
and in the file system buffer cache. Two accesses to consecutive blocks are coalesced if the difference in time between
the accesses is less than 2 msecs. The logs are later used as
input to our simulator. The logs are replayed in the simulator as fast as possible to determine the maximum throughput
achievable by each system.

Summary. These results clearly demonstrate that FOR and
HDC are superior to comparable techniques for a wide range
of parameters. The FOR gains increase as we decrease
file sizes and/or increase the number of simultaneous I/O
streams, whereas the HDC gains increase as the requests are
shifted toward a small number of blocks. The gains of FOR
decrease as the percentage of writes increases, but significant
improvements still remain for write-mostly workloads.

Web Server. Our Web server evaluation uses PRESS [8] and
a Web request trace from our department at Rutgers to collect
the logs of disk accesses. PRESS is an efficient event-driven
Web server that uses 16 helper threads for disk access. This
means that the maximum number of concurrent I/O streams
in our Web server is 16. The Rutgers trace has 1.7M requests
directed to ∼70K different files. The files occupy 1.7 GBytes
of disk space, and the requested files have an average size of
21.5 KBytes. The most frequently requested disk block is
accessed 88 times. Writes are 2% of the accesses in our Web
server log.
Figure 7 shows the absolute I/O time (for the entire workload) of our Web server as a function of the size of the striping unit. The figure plots results for Segm and FOR, as
well as their combinations with HDC. Again, we assume 2
MBytes of controller memory for each HDC cache.
We can make several interesting observations from this
figure. First, we find that the best striping unit size for this
server is between 16 and 32 KBytes. Larger striping units
lead to disk load unbalances, whereas smaller striping units
produce too many individual accesses. Second, we find that
when blind read-ahead is combined with HDC, I/O times are
reduced by 10, 30, and 27% for 4, 64, and 256-KByte striping units, respectively. In all these configurations, the HDC
cache hit rate is 9%. This means that the read-ahead cache
is so underutilized in Segm that it is better to dedicate some

6.3 Evaluation with Real Workloads
Having isolated the performance trends associated with our
techniques, our goal now is to quantify their impact in practice. This subsection analyzes the impact of our two proposed techniques on the performance of real servers and their
workloads. In particular, we present results for a Web server,
a Web proxy server, and a file server. These servers have
been implemented by ourselves and include all the functionality required by their workloads.
In order to generate the traces for our simulator, we have
used a Linux-based machine with a 1.9 GHz Pentium-4 processor and 512 MBytes of memory to run our servers. The
machine stores all files required by our workloads on our
IBM Ultrastar 35Z15 SCSI disk. In all cases, the server
workloads are generated by a pool of client PCs connected to
the server machine by a Gigabit Ethernet switch. The server
workloads are determined by real traces that we describe be-
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Figure 9: Proxy server – I/O time as function of striping
unit size. HDC caches = 2 MB.

Figure 10: Proxy server – I/O time as function of HDC
memory size. Striping unit = 64 KBytes.

of the read-ahead cache to HDC, even if the HDC hit rate
is low. Third, FOR reduces I/O times between 27 and 34%
compared to Segm. When we combine FOR and HDC, the
I/O times are reduced by up to 47%, again in comparison
to blind read-ahead. These I/O time reductions are consistent and stable for all the configurations. More importantly,
these reductions translate directly to improvements in server
throughput, as all the servers we consider are I/O-bound.
Finally, it also interesting to observe that HDC improves
performance less when it is combined with FOR than when
it is combined with blind read-ahead. The reason is that controller cache misses are more expensive under a blind readahead approach; eliminating even a small fraction of these
misses is very useful.
For us to understand the effect of the size of the HDC
caches, figure 8 plots the absolute I/O time (for the entire
workload) of our Web server as a function of the memory
allocated to HDC. The figure only shows results for the systems that use HDC and assumes a 16-KByte striping unit.
Note that we do consider the space overhead associated with
the FOR bitmap; that is the reason why the FOR+HDC curve
does not touch the right side of the graph.
We can see that the HDC improvements increase with
cache size, until a point (2.5 MBytes) at which the readahead cache starts becoming too small. At this point, the
HDC gains (compared to not using HDC caches, i.e. the
leftmost point of the graph) are around 24% for Segm+HDC
and 21% for FOR+HDC.
Figure 8 also shows the overall HDC hit rate. For the
Web server and its workload, the HDC hit rate can be as
high as 13% for 3-MByte HDC caches. However, as we just
discussed, improvements to the HDC hit rate are not always
translated into performance improvements.

server was configured to satisfy up to 128 simultaneous requests, so there can be no more than 128 concurrent I/O
streams. The logged disk accesses have 19% of writes and
the most frequently requested block has 78 references.
Figure 9 plots the absolute I/O time of our proxy server as
a function of the striping unit size. The figure shows that the
performance gains that we achieve for the proxy server are
smaller than those for the Web server, due to the larger data
footprint and the larger fraction of disk writes in our proxy
workload. When HDC is combined with Segm, it reduces
I/O times by 10, 18, and 14% for 4, 64, and 256-KByte
striping units, respectively. In contrast, FOR reduces I/O
times between 15 and 17%, again in comparison to Segm.
When FOR and HDC are combined, I/O time reductions
reach 33%.
We can also see that the best striping unit size for our
proxy server and workload is between 32 and 64 KBytes.
This ideal unit size is larger than the one we found for the
Web server. This increase is due to the smaller average requested file size and larger footprint of the proxy workload.
These two characteristics imply a better load balancing of
the accesses across the different disks, mitigating the problem of larger striping units.
Figure 10 shows the I/O times and HDC cache hit rates
of the proxy server as a function of the amount of memory
allocated to HDC. This figure is similar to that of the Web
server. The HDC gains (compared to not using HDC caches)
are around 22% for both Segm+HDC and FOR+HDC when
2.5 MBytes are allocated to HDC.
File server. Our file server evaluation uses a trace from HP
labs. The trace has 9.5M requests for approximately 30K different files. Each disk request only accesses a fraction of the
entire file. The average access size is 3.1 KBytes and 34% of
the requests are writes. However, the logged disk accesses
only involve 20% of writes, since the file system buffer cache
merges writes for the same disk block. The overall footprint
of the accessed files is 16 GBytes and the most frequently
requested block has 90 accesses. The file server was config-

Proxy Server. Our proxy server evaluation uses a trace from
the Hummingbird project at AT&T. The trace has approximately 750K requests for 440K different URLs with a 43%
proxy miss rate. Requested files have an average size of 8.3
KBytes and occupy 4.9 GBytes of disk space. The proxy
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FOR
34%
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Segm+HDC
24%
18%
10%

FOR+HDC
47%
33%
21%

Table 2: Disk throughput improvements produced by our techniques.
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ured to satisfy up to 128 simultaneous requests.
Figure 11 plots the absolute I/O time of our file server as
a function of the striping unit size. The figure shows that
the file server has almost the same behavior as the proxy
server. FOR reduces the I/O times by up to 12% compared
to Segm. These FOR performance gains are a little lower
than those for the proxy server, since the file server does not
necessarily access entire files. When combined with Segm,
HDC reduces I/O times by 10% for striping units larger than
32 KBytes. When combined with FOR, HDC reduces I/O
times by up to 21%. The best striping unit size for this server
and workload is 128 KBytes. Again, the reason for such
large ideal striping unit is the small average requested file
size and large footprint.
Finally, figure 12 shows the I/O times and HDC cache
hit rates of the file server as a function of the amount of
memory allocated to HDC. This figure is also very similar to
that of the proxy server. The maximum performance gains
achievable by HDC are around 10% for both Segm+HDC
and FOR+HDC, in comparison to a system with no HDC
caches. The HDC cache hit rates are very low across the
board, reaching 4% for a 3-MByte cache.

Conclusions

In this paper we showed that the cache management done
by current disk controllers is inappropriate for servers. We
proposed two novel techniques that improve this management by taking advantage of the processing and memory
capacities of modern disk drives. Combining the two techniques achieves disk throughput that is at least as high as that
of conventional controllers. More importantly, for a wide
range of parameters and real server workloads, the combination of our techniques can achieve significant and consistent increases in server throughput. For the best striping unit
sizes of each server/workload combination, the combination
of our techniques improves disk throughput by 47%, 33%,
and 21%, in comparison to a conventional disk controller.
Given these results, our techniques should prove extremely
useful, especially since it will be a long while before new
storage technologies (e.g. [7]) become widely available.
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